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The last quarter of 2019 is
fast approaching and for the
team at Dot-The-Eye it means
‘All Systems Go’.
This is our busiest time of the
year, with two conferences to
run, a raft of social media
activity, publishing of new
products and society
elections to name a few of the
projects the team are
currently involved with.

Once a month we have a
company meeting and over
the first half of the year, we
have been discussing what is
important to us, as Individuals
and as a team, as well as our
customers. This has resulted
in the Dot-The-Eye values,
which are on the next page.
The time each month spent on
developing our values, has
helped us bond as team.

The focus for this quarter is
about ‘Good Online and Digital
Strategy’.  Eye Spy features
Kim, our newest member of
staff, and George reports back
on his trip around Europe.
Ted’s Travels give you a hint

of where the team have been
during the last quarter.

I hope you enjoy our latest
newsletter and look forward to
seeing many of you in the
coming months at IDLS2019
and ASEC2019.
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FOCUS ON…

Good Online and Digital Strategy
Molly Stone, Publications and Communications Assistant

Communication is faster, vast and more varied than ever before. Mobiles phones, the internet and
a multitude of social media platforms allow us to access information, and share our lives with one
another from all over the world, at the click of a button. As a result, modern life is busy and
convenience is essential: emails can be sent and received instantaneously, questions can be asked
and answered within seconds and we can learn and access boundless amounts of information in
just a few clicks.

According to the Pew Research Center, 90% of US adults are regular internet users, if customers
or members wants to interact or learn about your organisation, the likelihood is they will first turn
to the internet. Which is why it is more important than ever before, that organisations big or small,
have an established communications strategy.

A compelling and effective communication strategy is paramount because it gives organisations
a way to connect and establish relationships with members. Digital communications give brands
a voice and personality that members can relate and interact with, giving your service a more
personable reputation.  A comprehensive strategy however cannot be reached by simply using one
medium, it is now more important than ever before that organisations are using multi media to
connect with customers:

Your website is arguably the backbone of your online presence; therefore, it is
vital to every aspect of your communications strategy. Your website is often
the first place your members will go to learn about or engage with your
organisation; not to mention the first thing that comes up when your
organisation is searched online. In addition, an effective communications

strategy will likely ensure that every type of communication such as articles, social media posts
or advertisements that are related to your organisation, drives viewers back to the website, therefore
it is important that your website makes a good first impression.

Websites - First Impressions matter

Social Media
Social media is one of the fastest growing modern forms of communication,

 reported in March 2019 that 67% of the population are now using social
media, proclaiming that social media is now an inherent part of everyday life.  With such
a high percentage of the population now using social media, it makes sense for
organisations to use this medium as a way to connect with members.

Where Are Your Members?

Before developing content to go on social media, it is first important to establish which platforms
are popular with your members. Each social media platform has its own unique personality, etiquette
and demographic. When choosing a social media platform is it important to establish if the
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platform’s ‘brand’ is a good fit with your members. For example, a platform such as Instagram which
is popular with individuals aged 18-34 for posting airbrushed bikini selfies on their latest European
holiday, is probably not the best platform to market a professional academic symposium. Whereas
a platform such as LinkedIn or Twitter which is popular with professionals, favoured for B2B and
B2C communications, and can be used to reach both new and existing members through the
medium of hashtags and groups, may be far more appropriate and therefore likely to reach more
of your target audience.

Hashtags
A hashtag (#) turns any word or group of
words that directly follow it into a searchable
link on platforms such as LinkedIn and Twitter,
users can follow these links to see content
about desirable topics and conversations.
Therefore, ‘trending’ or popular hashtags can
be a great way of improving a post’s reach.
According to postcron.com tweets that
include a hashtag are 33% more likely to be
retweeted than those without. Organisations
can establish their own hashtags and
encourage their members to use them when
posting about the organisation or an
organisation’s event, this then creates a place

where all conversations and shared posts shared on that social media platform regarding the event
or organisation can be found.

Consistency and Continuity
Members are far more likely to engage, like and follow your organisation on social media if you
maintain continuity. One social media post every three weeks is not enough to peak a member’s
interest, whereas consistent and engaging content is far more likely to encourage a positive
response.  Which in turn will boost a post’s reach and improve an organisations online reputation.

A Picture Paints A Thousand Words

Social media posts that are visually appealing with a short and snappy message are far more
enticing to members than text heavy essays. Social media provides quick, real-time updates about
any given topic, users scroll past posts only looking at each one for a second or less, therefore
content has to be appealing for users to even consider any kind of engagement. The best way to
encourage engagement is to ensure all imagery used is relevant and attractive and all text is short,
snappy and to the point. If the post is about a long drawn out topic it may be better suited to a
website, press release or blog.

Don’t Be Selfish

It is important to not just post about your organisation on social media, this comes across as
self-centred and ignorant. To be seen as a rounded and outward presence on social media, post
about topics that are interesting to your members such as up to date news articles and posts from
influencers. Members are much more likely to share a post or comment on something they feel
strongly about, rather than constant sales or marketing posts.
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Offering Solutions for Society
and Association Management

Quality not Quantity
It is important that only quality stories and announcements are delivered via press releases, boring
or outdated content can have a negative effect on your organisation’s reputation. Fewer high-quality
press releases about interesting and engaging announcements are more effective than frequent
and irrelevant topics.

A wider reach
Good press releases have a wide distribution, by targeting smaller and industry specific outlets,
you can gain wider and larger recognition, the more  people that read about your organisation, the
more they know you; customers that are consistently exposed to the idea of your organisation are
much more likely to trust you and want to engage with you.

To conclude…
An effective communications strategy is important because it allows an organisation to establish
a reputation and forge relationships with members. A communications strategy that extends on
online is now essential because more and more members are online and on social media; digital
communication is an immediate way to reach them. However, it is essential to strategise when
creating content for communication, customers are far more likely to respond, read, ‘like’, or share
thoughtful high-quality content rather than content that is too frequent and low quality.
It is crucial to use more than one outlet when communicating with members, because in a world
as accessible and varied as this: people want variety. In addition the more outlets you use to
communicate with members and potential new members, the more likely they are to engage with
your organisation, the more they are exposed and aware of your brand the more familiar you will
be become and the more likely they are to want to find out more about you.
There are a multitude of ways to connect and communicate with your members, far too many to
detail in this article. If you are interested in how Dot-The-Eye can help your organisation’s
communication strategy contact enquiries@dot-the-eye.com.

Press Releases
Another effective way of communicating with your members is via press
releases, a press release is an official statement issued to a newspaper,
magazine or other media outlet giving concise information about a particular
matter or announcement. Press releases enable messages to be delivered both
on and offline depending on how the newspaper, magazine or other media outlet
chooses to publish their content, as a result, press releases offer a way to reach
members who may not be frequent internet users, and also potential new
members, who for example may read industry specific magazines or

newspapers but do not yet know much about your organisation.

Richard Tingley looks at Newsletters and everything that goes into producing them.

www.dot-the-eye.com
mailto:enquiries@dot-the-eye.com
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In the April 2019 issue of the Eye-To-Eye Newsletter I wrote an article on my upcoming East to West
European tour with the Tiverton District Network Scout group.  At the time we were only two months
away from the trip of a lifetime and now, two months since returning, I’ve been asked to write another
article detailing what we got up to on our travels.

On June the 25th, with a sense of excitement and
unease, myself and five others flew to Helsinki, where we
spent a few days before ferrying across to Estonia. We
arrived in Tallinn late in the evening and were struck by
how beautiful the city is, with its tiny streets, ancient
architecture and beautiful churches illuminated at night.
We stayed in the centre of the Old Town for under £10
each, and with a great karaoke bar just down the road,
we shared our renditions of “Don’t Stop Me Now” and
“Don’t Look Back in Anger” with the locals. Tallinn was
the nicest city we went to and I would definitely
encourage everyone to give it a try.

There were many highlights, one being our stay in Sigulda, Latvia. Sigulda is home to the Latvian
bobsleigh team's Olympic course, where you can book to go down the track in a Summer bobsleigh with a
professional driver. We leapt at the chance. Traversing down a steep concrete track at 70-odd-mph in a
small metal cart, with essentially wheelbarrow tyres, is both terrifying and exhilarating. We camped in a
scenic resort for a few days afterwards to rest our nerves. A few days later, in Lithuania, we visited ‘The
Hill of Crosses’. It's history and story is heart-breaking, and we were lost for words when we got a chance
to see it. But by far the most breath-taking part of the trip was in Prague.

In the early planning of the trip we had decided to put our group on the map by doing something special
and came up with the idea of skydiving.
We had joked about it for months and now, as we sat in the
plane strapped to our professional skydivers, it was
suddenly very real. Within one minute, they open the side
door and sit you out the edge of the plane. You’re
instructed to put your feet under the plane and put your
head back and stay like that until they say. Within what
feels like a blink of an eye, the plane has gone and you
realise you are falling out the sky! The first few seconds
are terrifying but the adrenaline rush is completely
addictive. I think it’s the best thing I have ever done.

Our final destination was meeting up with Danish friends
we had met during a past exchange trip and got to spend our last few days catching up with the group as
well as our sleep.

George Hodges, IT Assistant

East to West Tour
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In May of this year, we welcomed Kim Lawson to the team as our Office Administrator. We asked
Kim to pen a few words about her role and her career to date.

There are many adventures I haven’t mentioned, like our fun with
public transport, the Electric Go Karting in Riga or the priceless
‘crisp-fiasco’ in Berlin but the whole trip is detailed on our blog,
tivertondistrictnetworkscouts.com.

I’d like to thank Dot-The-Eye for allowing me to take the extended
time off. Thank you to everyone across our travels that were so
helpful, and of course thanks to the group members who made the
trip so unforgettable.
Better start planning the next one…

I have been at Dot-The-Eye since May and on reflection I now realise
how my skills and knowledge, developed throughout my previous
career, have helped me settle into my role.

My career began as an assistant in a busy marketing team. Here, I
learnt how to run the office, manage marketing enquiries and
advertising demands as well as being responsible for large mail outs.
I have also worked as an office administrator and in human
resources.

Following a period of maternity leave, I spent four years completing a
diploma in Business Administration. When an opportunity arose at
Dot-The-Eye, I felt it would be the perfect challenge to push my skills set further. So here I am!

My role at Dot-The-Eye revolves primarily around the financial aspect of the business. I enjoy the
organisation and structure that finance brings and like to think that I apply this to my personal as
well as my professional life.
More recently I have expanded my remit to be more involved with society administration.  My
responsibilities involve looking after the administration for both the INCOSE UK Council and UK
Advisory Board (UKAB) corporate members. This involves coordinating and preparing for the
meetings and from time to time attending them. I attended my first meeting in June, which was
an INCOSE UK Council meeting. I must admit to feeling daunted by the process but came out the
other side feeling more confident in my abilities. Next month I attend my first UKAB meeting.

I work part-time and live locally in the Ilminster area. I’m mum to three young daughters and a
dog who take up any spare time that I might have. Life is always busy, with clubs and social lives
to keep up with. Fortunately, with my daughters all in education now, I am able to work in within
school hours, allowing me to continue my personal progression.

Since starting at Dot-The-Eye in May, I feel like I have already acquired new skills and knowledge
and subsequently I feel like my confidence in my own abilities has grown immensely. I am
excited to see what the future holds for me here at Dot-The-Eye Ltd.

Kim Lawson
Kim Lawson, Office Administrator

EYE SPY

https://tivertondistrictnetworkscouts.com/
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TED’S TRAVELS
Over the past few months Ted has been very busy scooting about the UK and
further afield. Follow Ted on twitter using the hashtag #TedsDTEadventure

LONDON

BRISTOL

Ted paid a visit to the
London Defence Show
and then went on to
attend the Knowledge
Exchange.

Ted Had a busy time in
Bristol, firstly sitting a SEP
exam then taking part in
the INCOSE UK Council
meeting

Finally, Ted went to
Edinburgh to visit his old
pal Oor Wullie.

EDINBURGH
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